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漁船の船速と燃料消費に関する研究

佐藤 要* ・ 武 田 誠 一 *

矢田貞美*・酒 井 久 治 本

Study on the Speed and Fue! Consumption of Fishing Boats 

Kaname SATOH'¥Seiichi T AKEDA¥ 

Sadami YADA本 andHisaharu SAKAI* 

要 旨

1960年代から現在に到るまでの各種漁船の速カ，および速力と密接な関係にある燃料消費との関連につい

て統計的解析を試み，以下の結論を得た。(1)遠洋底曳網漁船，マグロ延縄漁船，イカ釣漁船，カツオ釣漁船

では1960年代. 1970年代. 1980年代と時代を経るに従い速カは高速化の傾向がみられる。 (2)1960年代の機関

と比較して1980年代は機関の改良がさらに前進し，鉛型の改良，船底の平滑化，プロペラ効率の向上等が栂

倹って燃料消費が軽減されていることが判った。その傾向は1501馬力以上の大型の機関で顕著で，遠洋底曳

網漁船およびイカ釣漁船の解析によれば，燃料消費の軽減量は 1B当たり約1.5トンにも達している o (3)サ

ヶ・ 7 ス流網漁船は他の 4穫の漁船と異なり，その速カは 1980年代が低速域での使用となっている。また，

1960年代と比較して 1980年代は低速航行しているにもかかわらず燃料を余分に使用していることが判明し

fこ。

1. Introduction 

The horsepower of the propulsion engine and other 

items for fishing boats are defined by the performanc巴

standard for powered fishing boats in accordanc巴 with

their principal dimensional ratios. geom巴tricproducts， 

volumetric ratios， and gross tonnages. The obj巴ctivesof 

establishing the standard ar巴 toconform to the size， capaci 

ty and installation location of th巴 fishhold， ice hold， 

freezing chamb巴r.fuel oil tank， fresh water tank， engin巴

room. living room， provision storage. fishing machinery， 

etc. to the fishery type or service (form of operation)， 

and to maintain the safety of fishing boats， human lives and 

cargoes. The form of operation of fishing boats is different 

from that of the m巴rchantships. Fishing boats are often 

engaged in fishing and stay in the fishing ground even 

under severe oceanographic conditions of 17 to 20 m/ s 

wind velocity 

Nevertheless， emphasis has he巴nput on the performance 

of the fishing boat and the fishing gear to increase fishing 
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production for profits. As a result. conspicuous trends are 

higher speed of boats for giving chase to schools of fish， 

curtailment of time required for going to and returning 

from fishing grounds， adoption of larg巴rmain engine horse句

power due to increased trawling force， building larger scale 

boats due to expanded fishing scale. etc. In addition to 

higher speed needed for going and returning between the 

base and the fishing grounds as well as for moving between 

fishing gro旺nds，trawling speed and low-speed are also 

the necessities during operation and at the time of coming 

alongside and leaving the pier. These are distinguished 

features of the fishing boat which are not required in a 

merchant ship. 

This is a report on the result of the statistical analysis 

made on the speed of fishing boats for the period from the 

1960's when free fishing was admitted to the present time 

which is the new marine law age controlled by the 200 

mile exclusive economic zone and other regulations. Fuel 

consumption which is closely r巴latedto the speed was also 

analyzed， and a report is made on some knowledge ob-

tained. 

The data are on various types of fishing boats published 

in issues from No. 121 in 1963 to No. 273 in 1988 of the 

magazine “Fishing boats叩， which include (1) stern trawler. 
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(2) tuna longline fishing boat， (3) squid line fishing boat. 

(4) skipjack pole and line fishing boat. (5) salmon drifter， 

(6) small trawler， (7) purse seiner， and (8) two-boat 

trawlers. Values of length (L)， spe巴d(V)， main engin巴

horsepower (BHP)， block coefficient (Cb)， prismatic 

coefficient (Cρ) of those boats are extracted， which are 

grouped into 3 periods of the 1960's， 1970's and 1980's. 

against length taking the length into consideration. Length 

between perpendiculars is employed as the length (the 

拙 neapplies hereinafter) . and the brake horsepower cor-

responding to the product of indicated horsepower and 

mechanical巴fficiencyof the engine is used as the main 

engine horsepower 

Linear regression by least squares method was carried 

out to obtain the relationship between V /花 andBHP 

using BHP as the variable and the corresponding unknown 

variable as V / JL. The result is shown in Table 1 . with 

types of boat. years. gradient of regression lines. intercepts 

of regression lines. multiple correlation coefficients. and 

th邑 I-distribution2). 

2. Methods 

1) Speed 

The speed必ngthratio (V / .[[ : V = speed in knot in a 

state of light condition. L = 1日ngthin meter) was compar邑d

with the main engine horsepower (BHP : ps) to study the 

degree of changes in the speed. The 1 mentioned above is expressed as : 

1=1γ×ぷ万士宮÷点下干支苛iThe said speed伺lengthratio has an important relation 

with the wave making resistance. and has been widely 

employed as a standard for comparing the degree of speed 
where γ: multiple correlation coefficient. and 

N: number of boats. 

Table 1 The r巴lationshipbetween the speed-length ratio (V / JL) and main engine. 

type of boat year N a b γ 

stern trawler 1960 57 -0.00005 1. 813 -0.601 5.583* 

1970 35 0.00008 1. 977 -0.767 6.872本

1980 20 -0.0001 2.164 -0.661 3. 735* 

tuna longline 1960 137 -0.00013 1. 903 0.515 6.988本

fishing boat 1970 73 0.00007 1. 867 0.387 3.533本

1980 85 0.00005 1. 749 0.212 1. 979本

squid line 1970 16 0.00016 1. 987 -0.595 2.769掌

fishing boat 1980 16 -0.00016 2.012 -0.672 3.394事

skipjack pol巴 and 1960 31 0.00001 1. 856 0.042 0.229 

line fishing boat 1970 51 0.00005 1. 915 -0.524 4.305* 

1980 18 -0.00011 2.031 -0.684 3.746* 

salmon drift巴rs 1960 50 0.00036 1. 778 0.473 3.718本

1970 26 0.00035 1. 698 0.560 3.312事

1980 11 0.00053 1. 512 0.834 4.538怠

small trawler 1960 10 0.00012 1. 828 0.412 1. 279 

1970 36 0.00004 1. 922 0.130 O. 767 

1980 29 0.00005 2.037 -0.138 O. 725 

purse semer 1960 16 -0.00001 1. 970 -0.026 0.098 

1970 28 0.00003 1. 953 0.143 0.735 

1980 32 0.00001 2.021 一0.053 0.288 

two-boat trawlers 1960 25 0.00011 1. 864 0.354 1. 816 

1970 14 0.00019 1. 730 0.411 1. 561 

1980 3 0.00211 0.288 0.999 74.826本

N number of boats r : multiple correlation coefficients 

a gradient of regression lines b : intercept of regression lines 

* : significant to 0.05 

1=lrxぷ万士宮÷J(l-rXr)1 y=b+axx 
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and was used to the test of the correlation coefficients. 

2) Shape of hull 

The shap巴 ofthe hull has big effects on the engine 

horsepower and fuel consumption for the required speed. 

Thus plenty of time is consumed. on principal dimensions 

of the hull in the planning and designing stages of a boat 

Fineness coefficient has been widely employed as a com‘ 

parison means for the shape of the hull. The relationship 

of the block coefficient (Cb) and prismatic coefficient (Cp) 

with the length (L : m) was obtained because the block 

coefficient (Cb) and prismatic coefficient (Cρ). among the 

fineness coefficients. particularly have close relationship 

with the resistance of the hull. Linear regression was 

carn巴dout by least squares method with Cb and Cp used as 

variables and the corresponding unknown variable as L. 

The analyzed result of C b is shown in Table 2. and that of 

Cp in Table 3. The items in the tables are the same with 

those given in Table 1. 

The said block coefficient (Cb) is the volumetric ratio 

of a rectangular parallelepiped having the equal length (L : 

m). breadth (B : m) and draft (d : m) to the volume of dis-

placement for a given draft. and is expressed by thefollowi 

ng equation : 

Cb立 V-:-(LxB x d) 

It is obvious. therefore. that the water resistance decreases 

if the block coefficient is decreased without changing the 

main dimension of the hull. 

The prismatic coefficient (Cp) is the volumetric ratio of 

a uniform cross section columnar body having equal maxi-

mum cross sectional area (Aw m2
) to the volume of dis-

placement (V : m3
) for a given draft. and can be expressed 

by the following equation : 

Cρ=Vー (AwxL)

This coefficient shows well the condition of the cross 

section area distribution in the lengthwise dir巴ctionof the 

boat. It shows. th巴refor色.that the volume of displacement 

concentrates more in the central zone with smaller value 

of the coefficient. and that the volume is uniformly dis-

tributed in the bow and stern areas if the value is closer to 

1. The underwater surface area has a tendency of increas-

ing with decreasing prismatic coefficient. Frictional re-

sistance can be n巴glectedparticularly because the dif-

fer巴nceis very small except in the cas巴 ofextremely 

large prismatic coefficient. This coefficient is closely 

related with the wave making resistance. and Cρvalue of 

good propulsion efficiency is selected. 

3) Fuel consumption 

The required horsepower (P) with a constant draft is 

Table 2 The relationship between the block coefficient (Cb) and length (L) 

type of boat year N ロ b γ 

stern trawler 1960 57 -0.00051 0.689 0.276 2. l31 * 

1970 35 -0.00114 O. 756 -0.559 3.875怠

1980 20 0.00096 0.630 0.485 2.353本

tuna longline 1960 137 -0.00042 O. 703 0.201 2.388本

fishing boat 1970 73 -0.00107 0.741 -0.384 3.502本

1980 85 0.00197 O. 755 -0.487 5.073* 

5弓uidline 1970 16 0.00062 0.682 0.161 0.609 

fishing boat 1980 16 一0.00144 O. 705 0.382 1. 546 

skipjack pole and 1960 31 0.00406 0.551 0.486 2.995* 

line fishing boat 1970 51 0.00169 0.626 0.549 4.597* 

1980 18 0.00043 0.678 0.321 1. 358 

salmon drifters 1960 50 -0.00367 0.776 一0.279 2.011 * 

1970 26 -0.00394 0.813 -0.315 1. 628 

1980 11 -0.00909 0.954 -0.692 2.876* 

N number of boats r : multiple correlation coefficients 

a gradient of regression lines b : intercept of regression lines 

* : significant to 0.05 

t=lrX .f了斥てE了÷J(l-rxr)1 y=b十 aXx
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Table 3 The relationship between the prismatic coefficient (Cp) and length (L). 

type of boat year N a b 7 

stern trawler 1960 57 0.00104 O. 756 -0.476 3.748* 

1970 35 -0.99127 O. 792 -0.702 5.661* 

1980 20 0.00060 0.672 0.349 1. 584 

tuna longline 1960 137 -0.00102 0.76 -0.443 5.735* 

fishing boat 1970 73 -0.00189 0.810 -0.596 6.256* 

1980 85 0.00261 0.816 一0.490 5.124* 

squid line 1970 16 -0.00122 O. 781 0.342 1. 361 

fishing boat 1980 16 -0.00347 0.864 -0.780 4.667本

skipjack pole and 1960 31 0.003 0.628 0.451 2.226* 

lin号 fishingboat 1970 51 0.00107 0.683 0.317 2.343窓

1980 18 0.00007 O. 724 0.055 0.220 

salmon drifters 1960 50 -0.00222 O. 787 -0.116 0.809 

1970 26 0.00493 0.877 一0.315 1. 628 

1980 11 -0.00909 0.991 0.546 1. 954 

N number of boats 

a gradient of regression lines 

r : multiple correlation coefficients 
b : intercept of regression lines 

* : significant to 0.05 

t=lrx沢万士吉÷沢仁rx r)1 y=b 十日 xx

proportion呂1to the cube of speed because the total re-

sistance (R) of a fishing boat under steady motion is con-

sider巴dto be proportional to a square of the speed (V) 

The fuel consumption (C) is in proportion to a cube of the 

"3) speea 

The r巴lationshipcan be established as follows : 

(Required horsepower. P = RV) 0:: (sp巴ed.V)3 

(Fむelcons百mption.C) 民 (speed.V)3 

Variances in speed. horsepower and fuel consumption 

for each period were analyzed using the relationship. 

3. Results and discussion 

1) Speed 

As described before. th巴 resultof linear regression by 

least squares method for th巴 studyof r巴lationshipbetween 

V / JL and BHP is shown in Table 1 . As a res山.the 

risk ratio of the t-distribution test of the correlation co 

efficient for the small trawler. purse seiner and two-boat 

trawlers was 5%. which could not be considered to be 

significant. The data for the the skipjack pole and line 

fishing boat for the 1960' s were similar with the above 

Therefore. analysis was made in this report on 5 types of 

fishing boats. i.e. stern trawler. tuna longline fishing boat. 

squid line fishing boat. skipjack pole and line fishing boat. 

and salmon drift巴r.No data for the squid lin巴 fishingboat 

in the 1960' s was available. and the analysis was made for 

the 1970's and 1980's only.The data for the skipjack pole 

and line fishing boat in the 1960' s was not used for the 

analysis for obvious reasons cited above. 

(1) Stern trawler 

Data for 57 boats were used for the 1960's. and those 

for 35 and 20 boats for the 1970's and 1980's respective-

ly were used (Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the relation of the 

speed-length ratio with the main engine horsepower of 

stern trawler. with the axis of ordinate and axis of abscissa 

showing V / JL and BHP respectively.τhe solid. chain and 
dotted lines in the figure show the data for the 1960's. 

1970's and 1980's resp巴ctively.The regression lines for 

the 1960's and 1970's are observed to cross near 5.500 

ps. but it can be seen that the speed became higher as a 

whole in the order of the 1960's. 1970's and 1980's. One 

of the reason for this may be the effort to compensate the 

decreased fishing efficiency due to exhaustion of resources 

by increasing the trawling area per hour. The starting 

points and the terminating points of the regression lines 

indicate the minimum and maximum values of the engine 

horsepower in the data for each period. The axis of ordi-

nate in Fig. 2 shows horsepower per ton obtained by 

dividing the total tonnage of each type of boat by the 

respective total horsepower for the 1960's. 1970's and 

1980' s. andthe axis of the abscissa shows the periods. From 
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the figure it can be seen that the horsepower of the the 1970's and 1980's. Data on 51 and 18 boats were 

stern trawler (⑧ mark) gradually increased and doubled used for the 1970's and 1980's respectively (Table 1). 

in the 1980's compared with that in the 1960's. It is The relationship of the speed司lengthratio of the skipjack 

obvious， therefore， that the increase in the horsepower pole and line fishing boats with the main engine horsepower 

resuIted in the increase in the speed. is shown in Fig. 5. It can be seen that the boats are used 

(2) Tuna longline fishing boat in higher speed in the 1980's in comparison with the 1970's 

Data for 137 boats were used for the 1960's， and those except in the larger horsepow巴rrange. The horsepower 

for 73 and 85 boats were us巴dfor the 1970's and 1980's per ton also shows in increase in Fig. 2 (霊童 mark). 

respectively (Table 1). Fig. 3 gives the relation of the (5) Salmon drifter 

speed“length ratio of the tuna longline fishing boat with Data on 50 boats were us巴dfor the 1960's and those on 

the main engine horsepower. It can be seen from the figure 26 and 11 boats were used for the 1970's and 1980's 

that the speed of the tuna longlin巴 fishingboats equipped respectively (Table 1). Fig. 6 shows the relationship of 

with the main engines more than 750 ps increase in the the speed-length ratio of the salmon drifters with the main 

order of the 1960's， 1970's and 1980's. The correlation engine horsepower. The figure gives utterly reverse data 

coefficient of the regression line for the 1980's (Table 1) to those on the previously reported 4 types of fishing 

is particularly low， and the gradient of the line is in re- boats. In other words， the speed of the boats described 

verse. The test by the t-distribution is also critical. Boats above increased speed in the order of the 1960's， 1970's 

equipped with small horsepower main engines， i.e. small and 1980's. On the other hand， the speed of salmon 

scale boats， in the 1980's are used as multトpurposefishing drifters is decreasing in the order of the 1960's， 1970's 

boats， being engaged in tuna longline fishing as the main and 1980's. Also gradient is positive. In other words， they 

purpose and in other types of fishing in the off season. are used at higher speed with the increase in the horse-

The reversed phenom巴nonof the regr巴ssionline in the power. The following is the reason for this situation. 

lower horsepower range in comparison with the lines for ]apan has b 
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prismatic coefficients for stern trawlers in the 1980's， spectively. These data were gathered through question-

S号uidline fishing boats in the 1970's. skipjac祉poleand naires made to several ]apanese leading makers to obtain 

line fishing boats in the 1980's. salmon drifters in the the mean value for each horsepower group for each period. 

1960's. 1970's and 1980's. Therefore. the types of boats Mean horsepower and speed were calculated for the 

which can be used as the data were very much limited in ranges in which the boats analyzed in the ranges of more 

number. and no analysis was carried out. than 1.501 ps. 701-1.500 ps. and 301-700 are most 

The value of wave making resistance relates also to the extensively used (Table 5). The range of over 1.501 ps 

shape of curve which shows draft distribution conditions is most extensively emp!oyed for the main engines of 

in the lengthwise direction of a boat5). The most ideal stern trawler. and the mean valu巴swere 2.184 ps with 

shape of the curve should naturally vary with the value of 13.585 knots in the 1960's. and 2.300 ps with 14.064 

v / JL even when the value of prismatic coefficient is con- knots in the 1980's. The range of the horsepower em-

stant. It is very difficult， however. to discuss on the shape ployed for tuna longline fishing boat was between 701 and 

because measurements must be made on an actual boat for 1.500 ps. and the mean values are 833 ps with 11.763 

the shape which is not numerical， and no consideration is knots in the 1960's and 867 ps with 12.014 knots in the 

given to the problem in this report. 1980's. No data was available for the 1960's for squid line 

fishing boats. so analysis was made for the 1970's and 

3) Fuel consumption 1980's. Main engines of more than 1.501 ps were mainly 

The mean values of fuel consumption by the main used. and the values were 1.403 ps with 12.310 knots and 

engines for each period are given in Table 4 in the groups 1.561 ps with 13.444 knots for the 1970's and 1980's 

of more than 1.501 ps. from 701 to 1.500 ps. and from respectively. Data for skipjack pol巴 andline fishing boats 

301 to 700 ps. The fuel consumption by the groups of were also incomplete. and no analysis was performed for 

more than 1.501 ps main engines for every horsepower the 1960's. so calculations were carried for 1970's and 

per hour (g/ps/h) are 162. 160 and 140 for the 1960's. 1980's. The majority of the main巴ngineswere between 

1970's and 1980's respectively. Theyare 165. 160 and 301 ps and 700 ps. and the mean values in the 1970's 

145 (g/ps/h) for the main engines in the range of 701 to were 404 ps with 9.595 knots. and 421 ps with 10.30 

1.500 ps. and 175. 165 and 150 (g/ps/h) for 301-700 ps knots in the 1980's. In the column of the 1960's (Table 

main engines in the 1960's. 1970's and 1980's re司 5).data for the 1970's are given for the squid lin巴 fishing

Table 4 The mean value of fuel oil consumption of main engine (g/ps/h) 

range of horsepower 
(ps) 

more than 1.501 

701-1.500 

301- 700 

1960's 
(g/ps/h) 

162 

165 

175 

1970's 
(g/ps/h) 

160 

160 

165 

Table 5 The mean horsepower and mean speed of each types of fishing boats. 

type of boat range of horsepower 1960's 
(ps) (ps/knot) 

stern trawler more than 1.501 2，184/13.585 

tuna long line fishing boat 701-1，500 833/11. 763 

squid line fishing boat more than 1.501 1，403/12.310本

skipjack pole and line fishing boat 301-700 404/9.595・

salmon trawler 301-700 311/ 9.901 

事:1970's 

1980's 
(g/ps/h) 

140 

145 

150 

1980's 
(ps/knot) 

2，300/14.064 

867/12.014 

1，561/13. 444 

421/10.30 

486/ 9. 735 

horsepower : BHP ; the sea-margin of 15% was employed and 85% of the horsepower of main engine was defined 

as the normal horsepower 

speed : knot 
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boats and skipjack pole and line fishing boats which are folIowed. The horsepower required to obtain the speed 

marked with * symbols. Main engines in the range of 301- for the 1980's by using the main engines adopted in the 

700 ps are mainly used for salmon drifters， and the values 1960's was calculat巴dusing the above mentioned pro同

are 311 ps with 9.901 knots in the 1960's， and 486 ps portional relationship， and the difference between the 

with 9.735 knots in the 1980's. It should be noted that the calculated horsepower and the mean horsepower of the 

sea margin of 15 % was employed6)， and 85 % of the main engines in the 1980's was obtained. The result is 

horsepower of the main engine was defined as the normal given in Table 7 where the typ巴sof fishing boats， calcu-

horsepow巴r. lated horsepower， actual horsepower， differences in the 

Based on the above， the data for each type of fishing horsepower， and fuel oil saving per day are shown. 

boat were analyzed. First， the horsepower and speed of (1) Stern trawler 

each type of boat were compared using the data given in The most extensively used main engines are those having 

Table 5 for the 1960's (1970's for the squid line fishing the horsepower larger than 1，501 ps. To secure the sp巴ed

boats and skipjack pole and line fishing boats) and 1980's. of 14.064 knots of the 1980's using the main engines 

The result of the calculation are shown in Table 6. They employed in the 1960's requires the output power of 

are the ratios of horsepower and speed. According 2，423 ps. However， the speed of 14.064 knots was 

to the Table， the 3.5 % increase in the speed of stern achieved with 2，300 ps main engines in the 1980's， and 

trawlers required 5.3 % increas巴 inthe horsepower. For the difference is 123 ps. The fuel oil savings per day in the 

tuna longline fishing boats， 2.1 % increase in the speed 1980's can be 1，693匂 byusing the 1960's fuel con-

resulted in 4.1 % incrωse in the horsepow巴r.11.3 % sumption of the main engines more than 1，501 ps and the 

increase in the horsepower resulted in 9.2 % increase in fuel consumption in the 1980's given in Table 4. Although 

the speed of the squid line fishing boats， and 4.2 % and a report was made 1) on the effect that boats were navi-

7.3 % increase resulted in the horsepower and speed re- gating at higher speed range with the passage of years， it 

spectively for the skipjack pole and line fishing boats. As can be seen that fuel was economized while the boats 

to salmon drifters， the h 

Table 6 The ratio of horsepower and spe巴don the basis of 1960's. 

type of boat 

stern trawler 

tuna longline fishing boat 

S弓uidline fishing boat琢

skipjack pole and line fishing boat率

salmon trawler 

* : 1970's 

horsepower (%) 

105.3 

104.1 

111.3 

104.2 

156.3 

Table 7 Fuel oil saving per day of each type of fishing boat 

calculated actual differences 
type of boat hor(pses) power hor(spesp) ower 

(ps) 

stern traw ler 2，423 2，300 123 

tuna longline fishing boat 887 867 20 

squid line fishing boat 1，828 1，561 267 

skipjack pole在日dline fishing boat 552 421 101 

salmon trawler 353 486 -133 

speed (%) 

103.5 

102.1 

109.2 

107.3 

98.3 

fueloil 
savin(g kgp) er day 

1，693 

495 

1，862 

230 

267 
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(2) Tuna longline fishing boat (2) It became clear that巴ngineswere further improved in 

The engines in the range from 701 to 1.500 ps were the 1980's in comparison with those made in the 1960's. 

the main engines employed most extensively as shown in and the fuel consumption decreased as the results of im-

Table 5. According to the analytical results given in provements in th巴shapeof hull. smoothing the boat bottom. 

Table 7， the calculated horsepower was 887 ps. actual improvement in the propeller efficiency. etc. The trend is 

horsepower was 867 ps. the difference was 20 ps. and the eminent with large scale engines more than 1.501 ps. and 

fuel oil saving was 495 kg/ day. the saving is as much as about 1.5 tons/ day according to 

(3) Squid line fishing boat the analyses made for stern trawlers and squid line fishing 

As shown in Table 5， analysis was made for boats having boats. 

engines more than 1.501 ps. The result are shown in (3) The salmon drifters are different from other 4 types 

Table 7， with the calculated horsepower of 1.828 ps. of fishing boats. and were used at lower speed range in the 

actual horsepower of 1.561 ps. difference of 267 ps. and 1980's during the studied 3 periods. It was revealed that 

the fuel oil saving of 1.862 kg/day. mor巴 fuelwas consumed while th巴 boatswere navigating 

(4) Skipjack pole and line fishing boat at lower spe巴dsin the 1980's as compared with the 

The main engines in than the range from 301 to 700 ps 1960's. 

were mainly used (Table 5). Analysis was made on the No analysis was made for purse seiner which have f1 high 

main engin巴sfor that range. The calculated horsepower rate of operation. Analysis after necessary data are ac-

was 522 ps. actual horsepower was 421 ps with 101 ps cumulated will be carried out in the future. Furthermore. 

difference. and the fuel oil saving was 230 kg/ day. fishing boats are generally making voyages at higher speed 

(5) Salmon drifters zone compared with the merchant ships7>. Studies including 

The main engines mainly used were in the range from economical efficiency and factors are. therefore. desired 

301 to 700 ps (Table 5). Therefore. analysis was made to be performed 

for that range. The result was the calculated horsepower of 

353 ps which has a difference of -133 ps with actual 

horsepower (486ps). This shows that the calculated result is 

indicating that the fuel consumption was in excess by 267 

kg/day in the 1980's as compared with that in the 1960's. 

In the analysis of the speed. a different result was ob 

tained for salmon drifters in comparison to other 4 types 

of fishing boats. while the analytic result for the fuel con 

sumption has a similar trend. 

4. Summary 

The relationship among the years of construction. spe巴d

and fuel consumption of various types of fishing boats can 

be summarized as follows : 

(1) Stern trawlers. tuna longline fishing boats. squid line 

fishing boats. and skipjack pole and line fishing boats have 

tendency of using main engines in higher speed ranges in 

the order of the 1960's.1970's and 1980's. and it is par-ti 

cularly true with stern trawlers. 
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